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Image 1 of 14An's officially licensed app from a professional tournament for high-level poker players, the World Series of Poker (WSOP) focuses on bringing the cutting edge competition right to your phone. You can play with friends or with online opponents to hone your skills and get into the world leaders. The game aims to make you a better poker player,
and extensive statistics will help you improve your poker game. If you feel like everyone is poker, you can take a break by playing a virtual slot machine and get chips to fuel your next poker campaign. If your goal is to be a Las Vegas professional, this app is for you. Image 2 of 14 zinga Poker boasts of being officially certified to play as a real Vegas
experience, and the only way to make it more authentic is if you play in a smoky room with free drinks on your side. Four different modes - hold'em, sit go, jump and shootout - and either random pickup games or competitive online leagues allow you to enjoy the game at your pace and in your style. It's very generous with chips, so even if you tilt and lose all
your fake money, you can go back the next day and try again. Image 3 of 14Hot Shot Casino Slots offers a variety of themed one armed bandits who will take your virtual money, giving you a potential peak to win the jackpot. HD graphics bring real life slot machines that can be found in real casinos to your phone in stunning quality. All the flashes and
excitement slots here, including the progressive jackpot that allows you to live the dream. Bonus: Monopoly, Dean Martin, and Kiss themed machines, among other things, cater to different flavors and fandoms. Get this on your phone and you'll always have slots in your pocket! Image 4 of 14Be as James Bond in this glamorous take on Baccarat, a
gentleman's card game. With the look and feel of the elegant Macau casino (complete with the ability to play in English, Cantonese or Chinese), City of Games - Baccarat strives for a very modern experience of Casino Royale, Vesper Lind not included. There's even a touch compression display to make the game play even more tactile. Overall, it's a
complex experience and definitely not for kids. If you think poker is for cowboys and you are looking for a classier game, this is for you. Image 5 of the 14Roulette Royale aims to give you the experience of Monte Carlo by allowing you to choose between American or European roulette and their respective rules. Spin the wheel and earn your fortune, which
you can spend in the game on such a variety of things as virtual jewelry, mansions and even a private island. Play against online or virtual opponents, and check the stats to see how the numbers go up. If you want to the jaded jetsetter trying to come up with the best strategy on roulette, try this app. Image 6 of the 14Casino experience won't be complete
without at least one roll of the dice, and Craps - Casino Style gives you exactly what's advertised in Name. With a table that claims to be based on a genuine Las Vegas design, and promising really random dice, you get an honest game that allows you nothing but luck to decide your winnings. Find out all the fascinating lingo craps players in a tutorial that
teaches you how to bet and rolling runs in the dice. Roll the bones and get the baby a new pair of shoes. Image 7 of 14A is a free, multiplayer blackjack game that focuses on the social aspects of the most popular casino game in the world, BlackJack 21 offers several blackjack options, tournaments and an independent card shuffler to guarantee fair games.
The app will appeal to both competitive card counters and casual players who want to chat online. Get on the world leaders to show everyone that you are the best, or customize your avatar with costumes, outfits and hairstyles when buying gifts for your newfound friends online with a virtual win. Image 8 of 14Poker is a cowboy game, and Texas Holdem
Poker goes all-in on the subject. With a free story mode built on the premise of winning the state of Texas as you play your way through 19 cities, Texas Holdem focuses on the experience of one player. A handy tutorial makes it friendly for beginners to help improve your game to keep 'em. Cartoon graphics give the game a whimsical feel, making it easier to
take on often serious poker games. Image 9 of 14Roulette Live is another multiplayer game, allowing you to play against online or AI opponents on a rotating wheel. You can go and choose one of the pre-installed betting strategies to make the gameplay as easy as pressing a button, but keep in mind that it is still your luck that decides the result. There's also
a win chance meter that shows you the probabilities of each bet to make learning different betting styles easier. To highlight the social aspects of this app, your avatar can be customized with different outfits and costumes and you can purchase gifts to give to other players. Image 10 of 14A is a one-game game that focuses more on a one-up play in which
you take on the dealer, Blackjack cuts out the bells and whistles and focuses on strategy. The goal of the game is to eventually make the user a better blackjack player, so you can easily get more chips if you go bankrupt. You can also ask the dealer for clues, and you are advised to count the cards when the deck is shuffled. It's not aimed at reproducing the
Vegas experience, but instead arming you for your next visit to Sin City.Image 11 out of 14 You can never have too many slot machines in a casino, and a jackpot casino party brings even more campy themed machines to your phone. Monopoly, Michael Jackson's smooth criminal, and alien cows are just some of the more 70 different unusual themed
machines that can be found in this app. Surprisingly, they are all based on real world machines too. There's even famous progressive jackpots that make big wins even more, just to keep the slot frenzy going. And encourage to encourage To play with friends, you can send virtual cash and gifts to your friends playing the app. Image 12 out of 14 For those
who want variety, 25-in-1 Casino and Betting boasts 25 different luck games where you can put your virtual bank account. Seven different slot machines, eight different styles of poker, five ways to play blackjack and the ability to play baccara, craps, keno, roulette distinguish this app; You can even bet in virtual bookmakers, which makes it probably the
closest you can get to having a casino inside your phone. Minimalist design combines all games (except slot machines, which are accordingly shoddy) to add to the application look. Image 13 of 14DoubleU Casino is a chintzy and colorful app that has the feel of a family casino vacation. Offering 50-plus slot machines and three video games, this app will bring
a smile to your face. New machines are added with upgrades, ensuring that you will never get bored of the same old one armed bandits taking away your virtual money. For hardcore slot machines, each machine in the app has its own jackpot. Image 14 of 14The Pai Gow Poker Free app lets you play the popular Chinese casino card game on Android. A
clean app interface and a handy tutorial will ensure that you learn how to play this game; as the app page warns, you may even be tempted to start playing it in real life. If you dream of being a whale at tables in Macau, this app can be a good place to start. One of the best ways to kill boredom is to find something you enjoy. If you're someone who juggles a
few jobs a day, then enjoying time with some handy Android apps can certainly make vacation easier. An example is just sitting down and playing dice against other people around the world. If you're a fan of dice games but can't find the time to play them while you're at work, then this guide will be a great subspecies. With these apps, you don't need to go
anywhere and call someone to play with you. All you need is your Android phone and you're all set. Whether you're at work, at home, or even in some remote part of the globe, these best dice apps for Android are readily available anytime you want them. Farkle Dice - Free Farkle Dice-Free offers impressive graphics and sound effects that make you enjoy
the whole game. It is also very convenient as it allows you to set scoring rules as you want to play. Of course, to make everything exciting, the app offers a very clear scoreboard that gives you an update on your performance. The app is designed for a fast-paced dice game that can be played by 2 to 4 players. The goal is to achieve 10,000 points playing
against famous Western heroes, criminals, or your real friends. All you have to do is roll the dice and let Lady Luck bless you with the big dots. If you happen to have both luck and skill on your side, then slot in order to be the new sheriff of the Old Old The U.S. is all yours. With over 400,000 downloads, Farkle dice proves to be a fun and effective way to
enjoy your time all over the world. You can play against three of your friends all at the same time, and even share your winning account on Facebook and Twitter. In addition, the app also offers tons of customization options. Farkle Dice - Free is the perfect app for a five-minute break. Dice Me Online Free Termed as the best dice poker game ever on the
Google Play Store, Dice Me Online Free offers variations on your online dice experience. The app can be played solo or online and patterned after a traditional poker game. What's interesting about this app is that it has a total of 13 rounds, meaning that you only have 13 chances of rolling the dice and making it to the maximum possible score. You have to
throw 5 dice to play in each level and the goal is to get the highest score in each category. It is important to remember that each category has its own rules, so scoring will be based on the rules of each part. Now, if you find rulings difficult, you can always check the application rules section. The main features of Dice Me Online include the classic mode,
which is a traditional poker game, and a color mode that gives you the luxury of changing the color of your bones to red, green or yellow. If you're the type who won't use the game without exhausting all your mighty efforts, then Dice Me Online offers you Highscores online. This feature gives you the opportunity to play against the best player in the world. With
Dice Me Online-Free, you can play dice games to the content of your heart. Lock 'N' Roll Free App suitable for those looking for a way to challenge their mental skills in the dice game, Lock 'N' Roll Free is designed to be an intriguing dice puzzle game that will require players to use their mental skills to get score. Your grades will be entirely up to you as you
need to analyze the patterns of combinations depending on the number and color. In other words, the faster you see patterns, the more chances you have to get higher scores. The game is played rolling 4 dice at the same time, and arranging them on 4×4 grids on the board, based on numbers and color patterns. Once you lock them down, they will be fixed
in place. The game will continue until there are more places for the bones. You have to keep the board clear by placing the right patterns. Otherwise, the game will be over. Your scores can be shown to everyone and you can also challenge the scores shared by other players. Lock 'n' Roll has a multiplayer task system. You can challenge existing high scores
and try to beat the high score with the same cubes. You can also test the performance of others who have tried to use the same bones. With Lock 'N' Roll, you Enjoy a whole bunch of mental exercises in your dice experience. Bones with buddies for free, as the name suggests, dice with buddies Free app lets you play dice with anyone of your choice. Choice.
Can invite your family, friends, or even a stranger sitting next to you to enjoy this fabulous bone app. Considered one of the best mobile dice games available on Android today, Dice with Buddies provides interactivity with its users. It is built with a turn mechanism of the game in order to keep a few games going all at the same time. All you have to do is wait
for the Push notification to appear on the screen to indicate that it is already your turn to play. What's interesting about this app is the fact that you can chat with your opponents while in the game. Dice with Buddies uses in-game chat to allow its players to stay in touch with their opponents during the game. You can greet, tickle, or even shout your updates
and feelings about the game. The app also lets you challenge family and friends via SMS or Facebook. Or, in cases where you want to have something really different, you can choose random opponents from the opposite side of the world. If you are now revved up to start playing dice with anyone, then dice with buddies is an apt buddy for you. MegaYatzy
Free MegaYatzee Free is the perfect match for people who find fun and pleasure in a game against the crowd. The app features a total of 12 different playmode combinations. Some of the main features of the app include a simple and simple user interface, classic or new game modes, animation and a completely redesigned user interface. MegaYatzee also
allows games that can be played in teams. You can also gather all your strongest friends to fight against another team. Started games can be saved and continued at any time, including the names of previous players in case you want to start a new game. One of the unique features of this app is its multilingual function, which supports English and German.
The top 25 points for each game mode are also saved for reference. MegaYatzee is the best dice app for a fun experience with a huge crowd. Yahtzee YAMB Yahtzee YAMB provides users with a satisfying experience of traditional dice. With its multiplayer mode, a maximum of 4 players can play the game all at the same time. The best results of the game
are stored in its database, including the best results for the last 7 days or last month. Thanks to this, you can control the state of your game progress as well as your opponents. The best thing about this app is its simplicity. Users don't need to remember a lot of rules to get high scores. The goal is to just score as many points as you can by throwing 5 dice
and making sure you can collect points for each of the 13 application categories. The game is divided into upper and lower sections. First 6 categories at the top, while the other 7 are at the bottom. If you get a score greater than 62 in the first 6 categories, you will be given an additional 35 points. To enjoy a simple and easy dice game, Yahtzee YAMB is the
perfect choice for you. Bones Bag If You Dragons and Dungeons and all the other things related to these mighty creatures, then Dice Bag can be a very useful tool for you. The app is a customizable roller dice primarily for role-playing games (RPGs) like dungeons and dragons. This does not mean, however, that the application is limited only to RPGs. Any
game that requires dice can be used with this app. Unlike other apps that focus on pretty color while having a game, Dice Bag focuses on the features and settings of the game. Users can also pre-program their rolls and check the state of their damage as they pass with the game without any interruptions. Features of this app include the result of game
history, profiles for various games and characters, dice combinations, options like blast, low drop, penetrating, and more. So, if you're up to a whole new dice game experience, Dice Bag is a potential app for your imagination. DiceShaker 3D Free DiceShaker 3D Free is a hyperrealistic dice roller that allows users to experience the dice game more
realistically. Armed with an advanced physics engine, users can roll the dice by actually shaking their phone or pressing the shake button. Individual bones can be rolled up by shaking off and you can block or release the bone by simply touching it. In addition, the app also has advanced 3D graphics with custom shadlers and dynamic shadows, making it
more modern and realistic. The app uses MOTIV MOTIV immersion tactile effects for its vibrational feedback. Currently, the app does not support the Samsung Galaxy S2. And while the app only supports high-end phones like the Nexus One, HTC Desire or Incredible, Droids, or other faster devices, the DiceShaker 3D proves to be a very good companion
for those who want a new generation of dice experience. With DiceShaker 3D free, the real experience on dice games is within reach. The Farkle Live app, which lets you play with real opponents, not just a pre-programmed computer, is within reach. Farkle Live allows users to play against different opponents over the Internet. If you decide to play a
multiplayer game, the goal is to get 10,000 points faster than other players. All you have to do is roll the dice and collect as many points as you can. In a solo game, however, you need to go through 10 rounds and collect the same score to win. Players take turns rolling on the dice. As long as they roll scoring combinations, they can either roll the remaining
dice, or collect their points. If, for example, you roll a combination without points, you will be given Farkle, and lose all the points that you earned from this round. But if you're lucky, and throw all 6 With scoring combinations, then you get a bonus round, and can choose to throw all 6 dice over or collect points. Farkle Live is made for fun, and to enjoy your
experience more, it has its own training mode where you could improve your skills for the game. Using Farkle Live is perfect for a simple simple an easy adventure in the world of bones. Yachty Deluxe Free Yachty Deluxe Free is an app known to be suitable for all ages. He has 13 rounds and you have to score in each of these rounds in order to continue
playing. Just like with other apps, the goal of this app is to score as high as you can against all your opponents. In keeping with the different tastes of users, this app provides different options like its Solo mode, which is good for those who want to play individually. Triples mode is also good for one player and uses columns with three scores. If you only have
one device but still want to play a dice game with a friend, then you can just give it the device right after you have taken the turn. You don't need an internet connection. The realistic bones of this app in 3D are amazing. It has advanced physics simulations that gives users a hint of realism in their gaming experience. Yachty Deluxe Free doesn't just spice up
your usual dice experience. It provides a friendly environment for everyone to enjoy. Now that you finally take a look at the most notable dice games for Android, you can easily enjoy playing dice either on your own or with friends/family. friends/family. 10000 dice game. 10000 5 dice game rules. 10000 dice game rules printable. 10000 dice game score sheet.
10000 dice game app. 10000 dice game online. 10000 dice game 4 of a kind. 10000 5 dice game scoring
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